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(57) Abstract: An electronic system and method includes a controller to control a switching power converter in at least two different
modes of operation, a normal mode and an error reduction mode. The controller controls an amount of charge pushed (i.e. delivered)

o by the switching power converter to a load to reduce a charge quantization error. The charge quantization error represents an amount
of charge pushed to the load beyond a target charge amount. The controller determines an amount of charge to be pushed to the load.

o Based on the amount of charge to be pushed to the load, the controller generates a current control signal that controls a current con -
trol switch in the switching power converter. Determination of the control signal depends on whether the controller is operating in
normal mode or error reduction mode. The controller attempts to reduce the charge quantization error to avoid power fluctuations.



[001] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 19(e) and 37 C.F.R. § 1.78 of U.S.

Provisional Application No. 61/776,082 , filed March , 2013, which is incorporated by

reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[002] The present invention relates in general to the field of electronics, and more specifically

to quantization error reduction in constant output current control drivers.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[003] Many electronic systems utilize switching power converters to efficiently convert power

from one source into power useable by a device (referred to herein as a "load"). Some facilities,

such as homes and buildings, include light source dimming circuits (referred to herein as a

"dimmer"). Dimmers control the power delivered to a load, such as a lamp having one or more

light sources. Dimming saves energy and, in a lighting installation, also allows a user to adjust

the intensity of the light source to a desired level.

[004] A switching power converter is controlled by a controller. For systems that are not

intended for use with dimmers, the controller provides power factor correction for displacement

and distortion so that the phases of an alternating current (AC) supply voltage and an average

input current to the switching power converter are approximately in-phase (power factor

displacement) and the current shape follows the shape of the supply voltage (power factor



distortion). For systems that include dimmers and constant current loads, the controller controls

the switching power converter to provide a constant, average input current to the load without

regard to power factor correction.

[005] Figure 1 depicts an electronic system 00 that converts power from voltage supply 102

into power usable by load 104. Load 104 is a constant current load that includes, for example,

one or more light emitting diodes (LEDs). A controller 06 controls the power conversion

process. Voltage source 102 can be any type of voltage source such as a public utility supplying

a 60 Hz/1 10 V input voltage in North America or a 50 Hz/220 V input voltage V in Europe

or the People's Republic of China. The dimmer 103 phase cuts the supply voltage VSUPPLY a d

the full-bridge rectifier 105 rectifies the phase-cut supply voltage to generate a rectified phase-

cut input voltage V to the flyback-type switching power converter 110 . In at least one

embodiment, the dimmer 03 is a triac-based dimmer.

[006] The controller 06 provides a pulse width modulated (PWM) control signal CSo to

current control switch 0 8 i a flyback-type, switching power converter 10 to control the

conversion of input voltage V into a primary-side voltage V and secondary voltage Vs. When

the switch 08 is non-conductive, i.e. "off, the primary voltage V is N times the secondary

voltage Vs, i.e. Vp = JV-Vs, and " V" is a ratio of turns in the primary-winding 114 to the turns in

the secondary-winding 18. The switch 108 is, for example, a field effect transistor (FET).

When control signal CSo causes switch 08 to conduct, a primary-side current flows into a

primary-winding 114 of transformer 6 to energize the primary-winding 114. When switch 108

conducts, the diode 120 is reverse biased, and the secondary-side current is is zero. When control

signal CSo opens switch 108, the primary voltage V and secondary voltage Vs reverse the

indicated polarities, and diode 20 is forward biased. When diode 120 is forward biased, the

secondary side current is flows through the diode 120 to charge capacitor 122 so that an

approximately constant current and direct current (DC) voltage V L is provided to the load 104.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[007] In one embodiment of the present invention, a method includes operating the switching

power converter in a first mode during multiple charge pushing cycles to push a first amount of



charge to a load coupled to the switching power converter during a cycle of an input supply

voltage to a switching power converter. The method further includes after one or more of the

charge pushing cycles an when a remaining amount of charge to be pushed to the load relative

to a target amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than an amount of charge pushed to

the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle, operating the switching power

converter in an error reduction mode to push a second amount of charge to the load that reduces

an error in an amount of charged pushed to the load relative to the target amount that would

occur if only the first mode is used to push charge to the load.

[008] In another embodiment of the present invention, a control ler configured to operate a

switching power converter in a first mode during multiple charge pushing cycles to push a first

amount of charge to a load coupled to the switching power converter during a cycle of an input

supply voltage to the switching power converter. The controller is further configured to, after

one or more of the charge pushing cycles and when a remaining amount of charge to be pushed

to the load relative to a target amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than an amount of

charge pushed to the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle, operate the

switching power converter in an error reduction mode to push a second amount of charge to the

loa that reduces an error in an amount of charged pushed to the load relative to the target

amount that would occur if only the first mode is used to push charge to the load.

[009] In a further embodiment of the present invention, an apparatus includes a load, a

switching power converter coupled to the load, and a controller coupled to the switching power

converter. The controller is configured to operate a switching power converter in a first mode

during multiple charge pushing cycles to push a first amount of charge to a load coupled to the

switching power converter during a cycle of an input supply voltage to the switching power

converter. The controller is further configured to, after one or more of the charge pushing cycles

and when a remaining amount of charge to be pushed to the load relative to a target amount of

charge to be pushed to the oad is ess than an amount of charge pushed to the oad in an

immediately preceding charge pushing cycle, operate the switching power converter in an error

reduction mode to push a second amount of charge to the load that reduces an error in an amount

of charged pushed to the load relative to the target amount that would occur if only the first mode

is used to push charge to the load.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The present invention may be better understood, and its numerous objects, features and

advantages made apparent to those skilled in the art by referencing the accompanying drawings.

The use of the same reference number throughout the several figures designates a like or similar

element.

[001 1] Figure 1 (labeled prior art) depicts an electronic system that provides either power

factor correction or a constant current.

[0012] Figure 2 depicts an electronic system having a controller that operates a switching

power converter in any of mul tiple input current control modes including a quantization error

reduction mode.

[0013] Figure 3 depicts exemplary signal and charge integration waveforms that do not include

any charge error reduction.

[0014] Figure 4 depicts a normal mode and error reduction mode functional component for the

multi-mode with charge error reduction current controller.

[0015] Figure 5 depicts an electronic system, which represents one embodiment of the

electronic system of Figure 2 .

[00 6] Figure 6 depicts an exemplary normal mode and error reduction mode process used by

at least one embodiment of a multi-mode with charge error reduction current controller of the

electronic system of Figure 5 .

[0017] Figure 7 depicts exemplary operational waveforms for an embodiment of the electronic

systems of Figures 2 and 5.

[0018] Figure 8 depicts exemplary signal and charge integration waveforms that include

charge error reduction.

[0019] Figure 9 depicts an embodiment of a switching power converter of the electronic

system of Figure 5 .



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] in at least one embodiment, an electronic system and method includes a controller to

control a switching power converter in at least two different modes of operation, a normal mode

and an error reduction mode. The controller controls an amount of charge pushed (i.e. delivered)

by the switching power converter to a load to reduce a charge quantization error. The charge

quantization error represents an amount of charge pushed to the load beyond a target charge

amount. In at least one embodiment, the controller determines an amount of charge to be pushed

to the load. Based on the amount of charge to be pushed to the load, the controller generates a

current control signal that controls a current control switch in the switching power converter.

Controlling the current control switch allows the controller to control the current in the switching

power converter and, thus, the amount of charge pushed to the load. Determination of the control

signal depends on whether the controller is operating in normal mode or error reduction mode.

In at least one embodiment, the controller attempts to reduce the charge quantization error to

avoid power fluctuations during each half line cycle of an unrectified supply voltage (i.e. each

cycle of a rectified input supply voltage). For some loads, such as one or more light emitting

diodes, even small fluctuations in charge delivered to the load notably manifest as, for example,

light flicker.

[00 In at least one embodiment, in normal mode, the control ler determines a target amount

of charge to be pushed to the load during a period of time, such as during a half line cycle of a

input supply voltage. The controller determines a peak current and a switching time of the

current control switch (which equates to a pulse width of the current control signal) in normal

mode that causes an amount of charge to be pushed to the load for each cycle of the current

control signal. The controller determines an amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the

load after, for example, each cycle of the current control signal. The controller also determines

an amount of charge pushed to the load after the most recent cycle of the current control signal.

If the amount of charge remaining to be pushed is greater than or equal to an amount of charge

pushed (times a scaling factor in at least one embodiment) in the most previous cycle of the

current control signal, the controller remains in normal mode and repeats the determination of

the peak current or, in at least one embodiment, utilizes the same peak current calculations, to

push charge to the load.



[0022] However, when the controller determines that the amount of charge remaining to be

pushed is less than the amount of charge pushed (times a scaling factor in at least one

embodiment) in the most previous cycle of the current control signal, the controller enters an

error reduction mode. In at least one embodiment, the determination of the peak current in

normal mode has limited granularity. If the same peak current is again determined using the

normal mode, the controller may cause a total amount of charge pushed to the load to exceed the

target amount. This excess charge can change from cycle to cy cle of the input voltage, and, thus,

can result in power fluctuations to the load. In the error reduction mode, the controller increases

the granularity of the determination of the peak current and, thus, can determine and control a

more finely tuned peak current and, thus, a more finely tuned amount of charge pushed to the

load. This improved granularity of the charge delivered to the load minimizes the amount of

charge delivered to the load that exceeds the target amount of charge.

[0023] In the error reduction mode, the controller alters the process of determining and

modulating the peak current for the switching power converter, and, in at least one embodiment,

determines the peak current as a function of at least the determined amount of unpushed charge,

the amount of charge pushed in the immediately preceding cycle of the current control switch,

the previously determined peak current, and a conduction time period of a current in a

secondary-winding of a transformer of the switching power converter. By using the error

reduction mode, the controller reduces an amount of error in the charge pushed to the load

relative to using the normal mode peak current determinations to determine an amount of charge

delivered to the load.

[0024] Figure 2 depicts an electronic system 200 having a controller 202 that includes multi-

mode operations to control an amount of charge pushing to the load 2 6 . In at least one

embodiment the two modes of operations for regulating the charge pushed to the load are

normal mode and error reduction mode. The switching power converter 204 can be any type of

switching power converter such as a flyback, boost buck, boost-buck, or Cuk type switching

power converter. The electronic system 200 receives power from a voltage supply 02 The

voltage supply 2 is an AC supply and, in at least one embodiment, is identical to voltage

supply 102 (Figure 1). The optional dimmer 103 phase cuts the supply voltage VSUPPLY , an the

full-bridge diode rectifier 108 rectifies the phase-cut supply voltage VSUPPLY to generate the



phase-cut input voltage I . Thus, each cycle of the input voltage V represents a half-line

cycle of the supply voltage V Y. The dimmer 103 can be any type of dimmer, and in at least

one embodiment, the dimmer 103 is a triac-based dimmer. In other embodiments, the dimmer

103 is an electronic dimmer that uses well-known components such as high power field effect

transistors (FETs) to phase-cut the supply voltage VSUPPLY. The dimmer 103 can be disabled by

asserting the disable signal D/A so that the input voltage is not phase-cut.

[0025] The controller 202 includes a switching power converter current controller 210 to

generate a control signal CS to control conductivity of current control switch 212. n at least one

embodiment, the control signal CS is a pulse modulated signal, and the switch 212 is a FET.

When the switch 2 2 conducts, the input current flows through the switching power converter

204, the switch 2 2, and the sense resistor 214. Controlling the input current i controls the

output current ioux of the switching power converter 204. Although the switch 212 is shown

outside the switching power converter 204 for clarity, in at least one embodiment, the switch 212

is considered to be part of the switching power converter 204

[0026] Exemplar}' waveforms 2 7 depict a period of the control signal CS and corresponding

input and output i u currents. The input current ii ramps up with each pulse 2 1 of the

control signal CS and ceases at the end of the pulse 219. When the pulse 219 of control signal

CS ends, the output current ioux flows through diode 221 and charges capacitor 223 to the load

voltage V , which provides power to the load 216. The load 216 can be any type of load,

including one or more lighting devices such as one or more light emitting diodes. In at least one

embodiment, the controller 202 includes a dimmer detector 203 to detect whether the dimmer

03 is substantially phase cutting the input voltage V I to the switching power converter 204 and

to provide a DIM signal indicating a dimming level of the dimmer 103. U.S. Patent No.

7,667,408, entitled "Lighting System with Lighting Dimmer Output Mapping", inventors John L.

Melanson and John Paulos, and assignee Cirrus Logic, inc. ("Melanson " ) describes exemplary

embodiments of detecting a dimmer level represented by the DIM signal. The controller 202

generates the dimmer compatibility control signal D1M_C. U.S. Patent Application no.

12/858,164, entitled "Dimmer Output Emulation" and filed August 17, 2010 and U.S. Patent

Application no. 13/290,032, entitled "Switching Power Converter Input Voltage Approximate

Zero Crossing Determination" and filed November 4, 201 1 describe exemplary embodiments of



dimmer output compatibility systems and methods and are both incorporated by reference in

their entireties. In at least one embodiment, the electronic system 200, except for the voltage

supply 02 and the dimmer 103, are included in a lamp, and the load 216 mcludes one or more

light emitting diodes. Although the DIM signal can represent a brightness level for a light

source. In at least one embodiment, the DIM signal represents a generic fraction of power to be

provided to load 216, regardless of whether the load 2 6 includes a light source, such as one or

more light emitting diodes, or not.

[0027] Figure 3 depicts exemplary signal an charge integration waveforms 300 that do not

include any charge error reduction. Referring to Figures 2 and 3, the input voltage I is phase-

cut by the dimmer 103, and the switching power converter current controller 210 generates the

current control signal CS beginning at the leading edges 302. During each cycle of the control

signal CS, charge Q is pushed to the load 216. As subsequently described in more detail, for a

given dimmer level DIM the controller 202 determines the maximum value (i.e. the "peak") of

the input current to set the amount of charge Q that is pushed to the load 216 during each

cycle of the control signal CS. QPU ED depicts an integration of the charge pushed to the load

216. Each leading edge of a pulse, such as pulse 219, of the current control signal CS causes the

input current to rise. The pulse of the control signal CS continues for time period T . Once

the input current reaches a predetermined peak value, the switching power converter current

controller 210 ends the pulse of the control signal CS, the input current i
N

abruptly falls, and the

output current ουτ rises. The output current ioux decays while charging load capacitor 223

during time period T2. The total period of control signal CS is TT (not shown) which may

coincide with the end of period T2 when the controller 202 operates in continuous or critical

conduction mode or may extend beyond the end of period T2 when the controller 202 operates in

discontinuous conduction mode.

[0028] When the dimmer 103 phase cuts the supply voltage VSUPPLY , the controller 202

attempts to push a constant amount of charge to the load 216 for a given dimmer level as, for

example, described in U.S. Patent Application No. 13/715,914 filed on December 14, 2012

entitled "Multi-mode Flyback Control for a Switching Power Converter' to Mara et.al. (the

"Maru Application", which is hereby incorporated by reference. As described in the Maru

reference, in the dimmer mode, the controller 205 controls the flyback converter 208 so that the



same amount of charge is provided to the LED load 207 during each half line cycle of the supply

voltage VSUPPLY- In at least one embodiment, in accordance with the Maru Application, the

controller 202 ensures that the output current ουτ to the load 216 is regulated as an

approximately constant value irrespective of the instantaneous input current .

[0029] At very small phase-cuts of the input voltage VIN , the DIM value is small, which in-tum

means that a target charge QTARGET value to be delivered to the load 216 is also small. Due to

this small value, the switching power converter current controller 210 cycles the switch 212 only

a few times (typically 10 or fewer) before an amount of charge (QPUSHED) pushed to the load 216

exceeds the target charge QTARGET- Relative to the indicated target charge QTARGET, the

integrated charge pushed QPUSHED to the load 216 result in excess charge being pushed to the

load 216 as indicated by the exemplary charge quantization errors QERRORO ), QERROR(2), and

QERROR(3) . Causes of the charge quantization errors include, but are not limited to, minor

variations in (i) the supply voltage VSUPPLY, ( ) the firing voltage of the dimmer 103, and/or (iii)

the value of the DIM signal, and the charge quantization errors may cause the switch 212 of

switching power converter 204 to switch a different number of times in each half line cycle of

the supply voltage VSUPPLY before charge QPUSHED exceeds charge QTARGET-This switching

process can lead to the integrated amount of charge QPUSHED exceeding the target charge QTARGET

by different amounts in each half line cycle. In at least one embodiment, the differences are

particularly noticeable at low phase cuts of the supply voltage VSUPPLY, since at low phase-cuts

the number of cycles of the control signal CS are very small, and even a small variation in the

number of cycles can cause the error between the integrated charge QPUSHED and the target

charge QTARGET to vary significantly from half line cycle to half line cycle of the supply voltage

VSUPPLY-

[0030] To reduce the charge quantization errors, the controller 202 includes a multi-mode with

charge error reduction current controller 218. In at least one embodiment, the controller 218

allows the system 200 to operate in at least a normal current control mode and an error reduction

current control mode.

[003 1] Figure 4 depicts a normal mode and error reduction mode functional component 400 for

the multi-mode with charge error reduction current controller 218. As subsequently explained in



more detail, whether to operate in normal mode or error reduction mode depends on whether the

amount of unpushed charge QUNPUSHED that has not been pushed to the load 216 is less than the

amount of charge pushed to the load in the current M* cycle of the control signal CS, where M is

an integer index representing the current cycle of the control signal C S times an optional scaling

factor k . In at least one embodiment, the scaling factor k is a value between 0 and . In at least

one embodiment, smaller values of k provide higher sensitivity to an impending charge

quantization error and can, thus, cause the controller 2 8 to enter the error reduction mode earlier

than with higher values o k or no scaling factor.

[0032] If Q N S E ≥ QpusHEo (n) · k, the controller 218 selects normal mode operation and, as

subsequently described in more detail, determines peak currents ΡΕΑΚ( ) for the first cycles of

control signal cycles C S as a function of a target input current the duty cycle TT of the

control signal CS, and the pulse width of the control signal CS. "n" is an integer index. If

QUNPUSHED QPUSHED(«) the controller 218 selects error reduction mode operation and, as

subsequently described in more detail, determines peak currents ( + for the first the next

y cycles of control signal cycles C S as a function of the unpushed charge QUNPUSHED , the pushed

charge Q PUSHED (M) for the M L cycle of the control signal CS, a target input current i TARGET ,

the current peak current Ρ ΕΑΚ ( ), and the output current u duration T2. "v" is an integer

index. The controller 218 provides the value of ρΕΑκ ( ) the switching power converter

current controller 210, and the switching power converter current controller 210 generates a

pulse of the control signal C S unti l the SENSE signal indicates that the value of the input current

i i has reached the peak value ΡΕΑΚ )· "n" is an integer index and represents present value of

the peak current as determined by the controller 8.

[0033] Figure 5 depicts an electronic system 500, which represents one embodiment of the

electronic system 200. The switching power converter current controller 52 represents one

embodiment of the controller 2 , and the multi-mode with charge error reduction current

controller 522 represents one embodiment of the controller 218. The electronic system 500

utilizes a flyback-type switching power converter 110, which converts the input voltage and

input current into a secondary-side current s Secondary-side current s represents one

embodiment of the output curren t u Figure 2 . The switching power converter 1 0



represents one embodiment of the switchmg power converter 204. Switch 5 0 is a field effect

transistor (FET) and represents one embodiment of the switch 2 .

[0034] Figure 6 depicts an exemplar}' normal mode and error reduction mode process 600 used

by at least one embodiment of the multi-mode with charge error reduction current controller 522

to determine the value of the peak current ΡΕΑΚ( ) for switchmg power converter current

controller 110 . Each cycle of the current control switch 2 12 of the switching power converter

204 represents a charge pushing cycle that results in charge pushed to the load 2 16 . In operation

602, the controller 522 determines a target charge Q TAR GET to be pushed to the load 2 16 in

accordance with Equation 1:

QTARGET - ioux ' Dim L C E IO

Equation 1

wherein:

Q TARGET is the target charge to be pushed to the load,

a target current to be pushed to the load,

Dim is a dim level that indicates a fraction of power to be provided to the load 2 16 , and

L C Ro a half line cycle of the A C input supply voltage provided to the switching

power converter;

[0035] In operation 604, the control ler 522 determines a total amount of charge pushed to the

load during the HLC PERI OD i accordance with Equation 2 :

Equation 2

wherein:

Q p s HE the total amount of charge pushed,

is an integer representing a total number cycles of the current control switch 0

during the HLC PERI OD occurring during the normal mode of operation,



N is a number representing a turns ratio of primary-side to secondary-side windings of

the transformer,

Α is a peak current in the primary-side winding for the V* cycle of the current

control switch, and "n" is an integer index, and

T2 is a conduction time period of a current in the secondary-side winding;

[0036] In operation 606, the controller 522 determines a total amount of charge remaining to

be pushed to the load after the n cycle in accordance with Equation 3 :

QuNPUSHED = QTARGET QPUSHEDJ

Equation 3

wherein QUNPUSHED the total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the load after

the n cycle;

[0037] In operation 608, the controller 522 determines an amount of charge pushed to the load

in the n cycle of the switch in accordance with Equation 4 :

Equation 4

wherein:

s HE ( ) is the amount of charge pushed to the load in the n cycle of the current

control switch; and

ρΕΑκ(η) is the peak current value for the n " cycle of the current control switch;

[0038] In operation 610, the controller 522 determines if the total amount of charge remaining

to be pushed to the load after the n cycle is less than the amount of charge pushed to the load in

the cycle of the switch 5 2 times a scaling factor in accordance with Equation 5 :

QUNPUSHED Q PUSHED k

Equation 5



where k is a scaling factor between 0 and 1.

[0039] If QUNPUSHED ≥ QPUSHED(«) k, then to operate the switching power converter 0 in

normal mode during multiple charge pushing cycles of the control signal C S and switch 0 to

push charge to the load 6, i operation 612 the controller 522 determines a peak current value

in accordance with Equation 6 :

v » ·
PEAK . ~ " N TARGET "

Equation 6

wherein:

ί ρΕΑκ ( is the peak current value for the N ' cycle of the control switch 5 0 during the

H L C E O a d n is an integer index.

n is an integer representing a current number cycles of the current control switch during

the HLCPERIOD,

i TARGET is a target input current to the switching power converter,

TT is a period of the cycle of the current control switch, and

T l is a conduction time of the current control switch during the cycle.

[0040] In operation 6 0 if QUNPUSHED < QPTJSHED(H) then to operate the switching power

converter in an error reduction mode, in operation 614 the controller 522 is further configured to

determine i K(M + ) for each (M+y) cycle as a function of at least QUNPUSHED, QPUSHED( ) ,

ρΕΑκ ( ) , and T2, and y is an integer index. In at least one embodiment, ρΕ Α ( + ) as a

function of QUNPUSHED, QPUSHED(M), ΕΑ Μ ) , and T2 is in accordance with Equation 7 and

Equation 8 :

E ( + = ΕΑ ( · y .

Equation 7

... QUNPUSHED

QPUS ED( )

Equation 8



[0041] The particular implementation of the controller 502 is a matter of design choice. In at

least one embodiment, the controller 502 is implemented as an integrated circuit that includes

hardware components that are configured to implement the functionality of the controller 502

including the multi-mode with charge error reduction current controller 522. in at least one

embodiment, the controller 302 includes a memory (not shown) that includes code, such as code

to implement the normal mode and error reduction mode process 600, that is executable by and,

thus, programs a processor (not shown) of the controller 502 to implement the functionality of

the controller 502. At the end of each half line cycle of the supply voltage V SUPPLY , the process

600 repeats.

[0042] Figure 7 depicts exemplary operational waveforms 700 for an embodiment of the

electronic systems 200 and 500. The exemplary input voltage V i phase-cut between time t

and ti. At time t . at the leading edge 702 of the input voltage V J , controller 521 begins to

generate the control signal CS. The controller 522 determines the peak current value ΡΕΑΚ( ) for

the input current using the normal mode for n= { ,3 }. After the third cycle of the control

signal CS, the controller 522 determines that the unpushed charge QU PUSHED to the load 2 is

less than the charge Q PUSHED pushed to the load 216 during the third cycle of the control signal

CS. Thus, M in the foregoing equations equals 3 . To determine the next peak current

ρ Α Μ +1), i.e. E (4), the controller 522 enters the error reduction mode and determines the

peak current PEAK (4). The resultant charge error Q ERROR is reduced relative to the charge error

that would occur i f the controller 502 did not enter the error reduction mode

[0043] Figure 8 depicts exemplary signal and charge integration waveforms 800 that include

charge error reduction by utilizing the error reduction modes of controllers 218 and 522. The

operating parameters are the same as used to generate the waveforms 300 (Figure 3), but the

quantization charge errors Q E O ( ) , QF.RROR(2), and QERROR(3) are reduced.

[0044] Figure 9 depicts a switching power converter current controller 800, which represents

one embodiment of the switching power converter current controller 521. As previously

described, the controller 522 determines the peak current value Ε of the input current ,

and the digital-to-analog converter 902 converts the peak current ΡΕΑΚ(«) value to an analog

peak current signal Ακ A that is scaled to correspond to the same scale as sense current signal



E SE The comparator 904 drives the control signal CS to a logical 0 until the value of the sense

current signal SE SE exceeds the value of the analog sense current signal i A. When the

value of the sense current signal iSENSE exceeds the value of the analog sense current signal

l A the comparator 904 drives the control signal CS to a logical 0 .

[0045] Thus, an electronic system and method includes a controller to control a switchmg

power converter in at least two different modes of operation, a normal mode and an error

reduction mode. The controller controls an amount of charge pushed (i.e. delivered) by the

switching power converter to a loa to reduce a charge quantization error and, in at least one

embodiment, reduce the charge quantization error to avoid power fluctuations.

[0046] Although embodiments have been described in detail, it should be understood that

various changes, substitutions, and alterations can be made hereto without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method comprising:

operating the switching power converter in a first mode during multiple charge pushing

cycles to push a first amount of charge to a load coupled to the switching power

converter during a cycle of an input supply voltage to a switching power

converter; and

after one or more of the charge pushing cycles and when a remaining amount of charge to

be pushed to the load relative to a target amount of charge to be pushed to the

load is less than an amount of charge pushed to the load in an immediately

preceding charge pushing cycle, operating the switching power converter in an

error reduction mode to push a second amount of charge to the load that reduces

an error in an amount of charge pushed to the load relative to the target amount

that would occur if only the first mode is used to push charge to the load.

2 . The method of claim 1 further comprising:

modulating peak current values in the switching power converter during a cycle of the

input supply voltage to the switching power converter to push an amount of

charge to a load coupled to the switching power converter.

3 . The method of claim 1 wherein determining if a remaining amount of charge to be

pushed to the load relative to a target amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than an

amount of charge pushed to the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle

comprises determining if the remaining amount of charge to be pushed to the load relative to the

target amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than an amount of charge pushed to the

load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle times a scaling factor.

4 . The method of claim 3 wherein the scaling factor is a constant between 0 and .



5 . The method of claim 1 further comprising:

determining if a remaining amount of charge to be pushed to the load relative to a target

amount of charge to be pushed to the oad is less than an amount of charge pushed

to the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle.

6 . The method of claim 1 wherein the load comprises one or more light emitting

diodes.

7 . The method of claim 1 wherein the switching power converter is a member of a

group consisting of a flyback switching power converter, a buck switching power converter, a

boost switching power converter, and a boost-buck switching power converter.

8. The method of clai 1 wherein each charge pushing cycle represents a cycle of a

current control switch of the switching power converter and the switching power converter

includes a transformer to transfer energy to the load, the method further comprising:

determining a target charge to be pushed to the load in accordance with:

QTARGET = i()UT " " H ' E IOD

wherein:

QTARGET is the target charge to be pushed to the load,

iou T a target current to be pushed to the load.

Dim is a dim level indicated by a dimmer signal, and

HLCPERIOD is a half line cycle of the input supply voltage provided to the

switching power converter;

determining a total amount of charge pushed to the load during the HLCPERIOD

accordance with :



wherein:

QPUSHED the total amount of charge pushed,

M is an integer representing a total number cycles of the current control

switch during the HLCPERIOD occurring during the norma mode of

operation,

N is a number representing a turns ratio of primary-side to secondary-side

windings of the transformer,

ρΕΑκ(«) is a peak current in the primary-side winding for the N '' cycle of

the current control switch, and "n" is an integer index, and

T2 is a conduction time period of a current in the secondary-side winding;

determining a total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the load after the n

cycle in accordance with:

QuNPUSHED = QTARGET ~ QpUSHEDi

wherein Q PU HED is the total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the

load after the n cycle;

determining an amount of charge pushed to the load in the * cycle of the switch in

accordance with:

QpusHED (n) ~ · ί ρΕΛκ ( - T 2

wherein:

s is the amount of charge pushed to the load in the η cycle of

the current control switch;

ΕΑ ( is the peak current value for the nte cycl e of the current control

switch;

determining if the total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the load after the η

cycle is less than the amount of charge pushed to the load in the n cycle of the

switch times a scaling factor in accordance with:



QuNPUSHED PUS ED( "

wherein k is a scaling factor between 0 and 1; and

if QuNPUSHED > Q PUSHED " k, then operating the switching power converter in a first

mode during multiple charge pushing cycles to push a first amount of charge to a

load coupled to the switching power converter comprises:

determining a peak current value in accordance with:

Ϊ ΡΕΑΚ(Α) ~ 2 " N TARGET "

wherein:

ί' ρΕΛκ (η is the peak current value for the n cycle of the control switch

during the L C PERI

n is an integer representing a current number cycles of the current control

switch during the HLCPERIOD;

i i TARGET is a target input current to the switching power converter;

TT is a period of the cycle of the current control switch,

T l is a conduction time of the current control switch during the cycle; and

if QUNPUSHED < Q PUS ED - ) k, then operating the switching power converter in an error

reduction mode comprises:

determining Ε + for eac (M + ) cycle as a function of at least QUNPUSHED,

QPUSHED(M), ΕΑ ( and T2, and y is an integer index.

9 . The method of claim 8 wherein (M+y) as a the function of QUNPUSHED,

QPUSHED(M), Ε κ -), and T2 comprises:

ρΕΑκ(Μ+ ·) = ϊ Ε κ ( V , and

QpUSHED\ )



10. An apparatus comprising:

a controller configured to:

operate a switching power converter in a first mode during multiple charge

pushing cycles to push a first amount of charge to a load coupled to the

switching power converter during a cycle of an input supply voltage to the

switching power converter; and

after one or more of the charge pushing cycles and when a remaining amount of

charge to be pushed to the load relative to a target amount of charge to be

pushed to the load is less than an amount of charge pushed to the load in

an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle, operate the switching

power converter in an error reduction mode to push a second amount of

charge to the load that reduces an error in an amount of charged pushed to

the loa rel ative to the target amount that would occur if only the first

mode is used to push charge to the load.

1 . The apparatus of claim 0 wherein the controller is further configured to modulate

peak current values in a switching power converter during a cycle of an input supply voltage to

the switching power converter to push an amount of charge to a load coupled to the switching

power converter, wherein modulating the peak current values during the cycle of an input supply

voltage.

12. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein to determine if a remaining amount of charge

to be pushed to the load relative to a target amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than

an amount of charge pushed to the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle, the

controller is further configured to determine if the remaining amount of charge to be pushed to

the load relati ve to the target amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than an amount of

charge pushed to the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle times a scaling

factor.



13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the scaling factor is a constant between 0 and

1.

14. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein the control is further configured to:

determine if a remaining amount of charge to be pushed to the load relative to a target

amount of charge to be pushed to the load is less than an amount of charge pushed

to the load in an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle.

15. The apparatus of claim 0 wherein the load comprises one or more light emitting

diodes.

16. The apparatus of claim 0 wherein the switching power converter is a member of

a group consisting of a flyback switching power converter, a buck switching power converter, a

boost switching power converter, and a boost-buck switching power converter.

17. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein each charge pushing cycle represents a cycle

of a current control switch of the switching power converter, the switching power converter

includes a transformer to transfer energy to the load, and the controller is further configured to:

determine a target charge to be pushed to the load in accordance with:

QTARGET = ouT " Dim HLCPERIQD,'

wherein:

Q TAR GET the target charge to be pushed to the load,

iouT i a target current to be pushed to the load

Dim is a dim level indicated by a dimmer signal, and

L C E is a half line cycle of the input supply voltage provided to the

switching power converter;



determine a total amount of charge pushed to the load during the LCPERIOD

accordance with:

- - ΕΑ Τ2 )

wherein:

QpusHED i the total amount of charge pushed,

is an integer representing a total number cycles of the current control

switch during the HLCPERIOD occurring during the normal mode of

operation,

N is a number representing a turns ratio of primary-side to secondary-side

windings of the transformer,

ρΕΑ (η) is a peak current in the primary-side winding for the JV* cycle of

the current control switch, and "n" is an integer index, and

T2 is a conduction time period of a current in the secondary-side winding;

determine a total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the load after the n cycle

in accordance with

QUNPUSHED ~ QTARGET QPUSHEDJ

wherein QUNPUSHED the total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the

load after the η ί cycle;

determine an amount of charge pushed to the loa in the n cycle of the switch in

accordance with:

QpusHED (n) = ~ ρΕΑ T2;

wherein;

QPUSHED(«) i the amount of charge pushed to the load in the n cycle of

the current control switch;



ρΕΑκ(«) the peak current value for the n cycle of the current control

switch;

determine if the total amount of charge remaining to be pushed to the load after the 1th

cycl e is less than the amount of charge pushed to the load in the n cycl e of the

switch times a scaling factor in accordance with:

QUNPUSHED Q p S ED(n) ,

wherein k is a scaling factor between 0 and ; and

if QUNPUSHED ≥ Q PUSHED («) k, then to operate the switching power converter in a first

mode during multiple charge pushing cycles to push a first amount of charge to a

load coupled to the switching power converter, the controller is further

configured:

determine a peak current value in accordance with:

A = i TARGET " — ;

wherein;

Ε κ (η is the peak current value for the first to n number of cycles of the

control switch during the HLCPERIOD and n is an integer index;

n is an integer representing a current number cycles of the current control

switch during the LC ER OD ,

TARGET is target input current to the switching power converter,

TT is a period of the cycle of the current control switch, and

T l is a conduction time of the current control switch during the cycle; and

if QUNPUSHED < QPUSHF.D(H) then to operate the switching power converter in an error

reduction mode, the controller is further configured:

determine ί Α + for each (M+v) cycle as a function of at least QUNPUSHED ,

Q PUSHED (M), ρΕΑκ( ), an T2, and y is an integer index.



18. The apparatus of claim wherein ΡΕΑΚ(Μ + ) as a the function of QUNPUSHED,

Q PUSHED (M), ΡΕΑΚ ( ) , and T2 comprises:

ρΕΑκ (Μ + ') = ΕΑ (Μ ) · v/<r. and

QpUSHED\ )

19. An apparatus comprising:

a switching power converter;

a load, coupled to the switching power converter;

a controller, coupled to the switching power converter, wherein the controller is

configured to:

operate the switching power converter in a first mode during multiple charge

pushing cycles to push a first amount of charge to the load coupled to the

switching power converter during a cycle of an input supply voltage to the

switching power converter; and

after one or more of the charge pushing cycles and when a remaining amount of

charge to be pushed to the load relative to a target amount of charge to be

pushed to the load is less than an amount of charge pushed to the load in

an immediately preceding charge pushing cycle, operate the switching

power converter in an error reduction mode to push a second amount of

charge to the load that reduces an error in an amount of charge pushed to

the load rel ative to the target amount that would occur if only the first

mode is used to push charge to the load.

The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the load comprises one or more light emittin
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